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CUTTING EDGE RACING MAKES A 
REPRISE PERFORMANCE IN THE 
EXTREME SAILING SERIES SYDNEY

FLYING 
A HULL

ROLEX SYDNEY 
HOBART 2015 
FULL RESULTS AND REPORT

MIXED DOZEN
TOP NEW YACHTS OF THE 

YEAR FROM PURE RACERS TO 
BLUEWATER CRUISERS

RACING THE 
ASIA-PAC

OUR 2016 GUIDE TO 
SAILING THE REGATTA 
RACE WEEKS CIRCUIT
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Performance yachting has long 
been the dedicated craft of 
German yard Dehler, which 
for over half a century has 

built quality recreational cruising 
boats. More recently, the Dehler brand 
– under new owners euro yachting 
powerhouse Hanse Group – has set 
about creating a new benchmark for 
performance cruisers with a fresh 
line-up of Judel/Vrolijk-designed 
models, of which the stunning new 
Dehler 46 is the flagship. 

Local Dehler distributor Windcraft 
Group has been thrilled with the 
early interest and orders flowing in 
for the latest model since its first 
public appearance last August at the 
2015 Sydney Boat Show. The svelte, 
curvaceous lines, vast cockpit space, 
and attention to detail displayed in 
the luxurious interior of the Dehler 46 
wowed would-be new owners visiting 
the Cockle Bay floating marina.

In the highly competitive 
category of cruiser racing yachts, 
an owner/skipper seeks the ideal 
double act from a yacht. Fast sailing 
performance when club and regatta 
racing, coupled with the live-aboard 
creature comforts and amenities 
desired when cruising with friends 
and family. It’s not a compromise 
for which there’s a perfect formula 
on offer from any one designer or 
yard, but if you are on the lookout 
for 45 to 50-foot cruiser/racer, the 
D46 delivers in spades for those 
seeking loads of speed and space in a 
recreational sailing yacht.

The new Dehler 46 model is a 
large, though ably manageable all-
rounder, with a tall rig and powerful 
sail plan that combines with hull 
lines that feature a fine entry flowing 
aft to a wide, pleasingly rounded 
hull (with no chines in sight). The 
design delivers impressive sailing 
performance when in race mode, 
however when casually cruising, or 
coastal passagemaking with plenty of 
time on your hands, the boat is just as 
capable of playing the role of luxury 
cruiser, doing so with surprisingly 
voluminous space and comfort both 
on deck and below, belying its sub-50 
foot length. 

To see what all the fuss is about 
we set sail in mid December aboard 
Hinemoa, the second Dehler 46 to be 
delivered to an Australian owner at 
the time. On what turned out to be 
a perfect summer’s day under a sky 
of aquiline blue, with 10-15 knots 
of heaven-sent sea breeze, it was 
picture perfect conditions for an 
afternoon review sail on Pittwater in 
Sydney’s north. 

DOUBLE 
ACT

PERFORMANCE CRUISING YACHTS DON’T GET 
MUCH BETTER THAN THE NEW DEHLER 46 

CRUISER RACER. CURVACEOUS EFFICIENCY, 
VOLUMINOUS DECK AND ACCOMMODATION 

SPACES, AND AN IMPRESSIVE TURN OF SPEED 
SEE THIS GERMAN SAILING THOROUGHBRED 

ATTRACTING A HOST OF NEW ORDERS. 
ANTHONY TWIBILL SADDLES UP TO PUT THE 

NEW YACHT THROUGH ITS PACES.



DEHLER 46086

RACE & RELAX 
Clockwise from 
left: The Dehler 
46 doubles as an 
impressive race 
yacht and a luxury 
cruiser, and can 
also be set up for 
single handling; 
Our review 
boat, Hinemoa 
sailed with ease 
on Pittwater in 
Sydney’s north; The 
interiors are roomy 
with a high quality 
of fit, finish and 
workmanship; The 
master ensuite.

DEHLER 46 087

Setting out on the Dehler 46 is 
pure simplicity for a cruising 
couple or short-handed crew, 
or conceivably just one, as the 

boat can be set up for solo operation. 
Although a relatively large yacht, the 
D46 comes with a plethora of options 
designed to simplify the whole sailing 
process – from the fingertip ease of 
electrically-powered winches for 
operating both primaries on the 
German mainsheet system, as well 
as a cabin-top mounted mainsail 
halyard winch (remote operated from 
the helm), to an electric drop-down 
bowthruster to aid docking, and a 
self-tacking jib track for when in 
cruise mode – everything on the boat 
is set up to make sailing a relative 
breeze. As standard the mainsail 
drops with lazy jacks into a boom 

bag and the full mast-height Genoa 
furls with ease on a stylish below deck 
headsail furler. Although a standard 
9/10 keel-stepped alloy mast ably 
does the job, some owners may wish 
to option up to a carbon rig and 
larger competition sail plan as has 
the owner of Hinemoa who specified 
a black carbon Southern Spars rig 
with furling mainsail boom, serving 
to reduce weight aloft and improve 
the righting moment, whilst adding 
sail area for better performance 
when racing or for faster passage 
making. Owners who tick the carbon 
spars option box may also select the 
competition keel option.

As I had previously sailed the 
smaller sibling, the Dehler 38, during 
2014, I was interested to see if the 
larger D46 model would perform with 
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similar characteristics? Yes, in that 
both models are pleasingly fast and 
stiff to sail, displaying good stability 
and fingertip precise tracking from 
the helms due to well-balanced sail 
plan, fin keel and deep spade rudder, 
with both models a delight to steer. 
However, the greater scale of new 
D46, means big brother is anything 
but the same fellow in a larger suit.

Whilst the overall styling and hull 
lines of both models is similar, the 
new 46 has a length overall of 14.4 
metres (47’2”), which is a good 10 
feet (3.1 metres) longer than the 38 
model, with the beam of 4.35 metres 
on the larger 46 being 0.6 metres 
broader than the 38. Whilst these 
are simply numbers, they add up to 
offering considerably greater volume 
in the new Dehler 46, best evidenced 
by its displacement of 11.2 tonnes 
compared to 7.2 tonnes of the smaller 
38 – an increase of some 55 percent. 

Hull build of the D46 has also 
reportedly improved over the 38 with 
fully infused sandwich construction 
and an integrated carbon grid for 
even greater stiffness in the hull.

All in all, the greater volume and 
displacement of the Dehler 46, when 
added to longer waterline, deeper fin 
and bulb keel and larger rig and sail 
plan combine to give the boat a much 
more solid and progressive attitude 
befitting an offshore yacht designed 
to take on the ocean swells, whereas 
the D38 is more nimble and flighty to 
sail, displaying the agility and light air 
performance in keeping with a yacht 

designed to be suited primarily to 
inshore racing and cruising. And for 
those who can’t decide, well Dehler 
has recently announced a 42-footer 
to join the new runway of their 
performance cruising models.

Aboard the boat, the Dehler 
attention to detail shines through both 
on deck and below, aiding the new 
yacht’s appeal to competitive racing 
types and their more comfort seeking 
families. On deck, twin ‘carbon-look’ 
helm wheels behind binnacles topped 
with dual compasses set an impressive 
scene for the skipper, surrounded 
by an array of B&G instrumentation 
for navigation and racing data. It’s a 
confidence-inspiring set up!

The large cockpit and seats are fully 
teak laid as standard as is a cabin top 
strip running forward to the mast (or 
you can opt for full side and foredeck 
teak or Flexiteek options too as 
seen aboard Hinemoa). A removable 

transom that doubles as a teak-clad 
swim platform, distinguishes the D46 
as a versatile cruiser/racer. There 
are no less than six cockpit winches 
(three powered) and a full width 
mainsheet traveller is embedded into 
the teak laid cockpit floor, with all 
halyard lines Dyneema as standard.

Below deck, the layout is fairly 
conventional with a large forward 
cabin with an island double bed, 
tonnes of stowage space and a private 
ensuite. There are two aft cabins, 
which can be set up as a double one 
side, plus a single bunk and storage 
on the other as standard, or as two 

double berths as a popular option. 
The saloon, galley and day head are 
generously proportioned for a yacht 
of this length, all well equipped 
and with a high quality of fit, finish 
and workmanship. Various timber 
veneers, fabrics and leathers are 
available to suit almost any taste, 
from classical to modern.

The interior cabinetry is notably 
curved, serving for a stylish 
presentation as well as the practical 
consideration of doing away with 
sharp edges. This is perhaps best 
demonstrated in Dehler’s bathroom 
facilities with gloriously curved 
vanities, and the practicality again 
of the company’s clever common 
door hinged between the cabin and 
head that serves to separate the head 
from the wash basin/bathroom, 
such that two people could use it at 
once, or when closed to the saloon 
transforming the bathroom and toilet 

into one large private space. It’s clever 
thinking that makes simple sense!

Other special onboard amenities 
include a flat screen TV, microwave, 
cocktail bar, wine storage and 
Dehler have even given thought to 
incorporating a Nespresso coffee 
maker that emerges from a secret 
hideaway in the galley. 

More than enough ‘home away 
from home’ touches to satisfy the 
moist avid cruiser, whilst up on deck 
when the AP drops, the Dehler 46 is 
a true sailing performer with podium 
potential from every race sailed. 
www.windcraft.com.au

MODEL Dehler 46 

BUILDER Dehler Yachts

COUNTRY OF BUILD Germany

YEAR OF BUILD 2015

DESIGNER Judel/vrolijk & Co 

INTERIOR Dehler

LENGTH OVERALL 14.40 m

WATERLINE LENGTH 12.90 m

BEAM  4.35 m

DRAFT  2.25 m (std) 2.50 m (comp.) 1.85 m (shallow)

DISPLACEMENT 11.200 kg (std) 10.700 kg (comp.) 11.550 kg (shallow)

BALLAST  3.500 kg (std) 3.150 kg (comp.) 3.850 kg (shallow

ENGINE Volvo D2-55 (53 hp)

FRESH WATER 450 litres

FUEL TANK approx. 210 litres

CLASSIFICATION CE Certificate Class A

MAST ABOVE WATER LINE 21.20 m (standard) 22.20 m (comp.) 

TOTAL SAIL AREA 114.1 m² (std) 128.0 m² (comp.) Main sail 64.4 m² 

(std) 73.0 m² (comp.), Furling Jib 106% Spinnaker Gennaker 49.7 m² (std) 

55.0 m² (comp.) 174.5 m2 (std) 185.7 m² (comp.) 160.0 m² (std) 180.0 m²   

 (comp.) Rig I 18.10 m (std) I 18.90 m (comp.) J 5.29 m P 17.60 m (std)  

 P 18.70 m (comp.) E 6.25 m (std) E 6.55 m (comp.)

PRICE as tested with competition keel, rudder and carbon rig from  

 AU$808,000. Base price from AU$568,000.

SAIL PLAN LAYOUT

46

DECK LAYOUT

46

C4 B1 A1

C2 B1 A1

STANDARD

OPTION

INTERIOR LAYOUT
STANDARD

46

C2 B1 A1

C4 B1 A1

C2 B1 A1

STANDARD

OPTION

INTERIOR LAYOUT
OPTION

46

C4 B1 A1
C4 B1 A1

C2 B1 A1

STANDARD

OPTION

“The luxurious interior wowed 
would-be new owners.”


